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Disclaimer: 

“These are, like, my opinions, man” 
Consider the following as suggestions, not rules. 
Developing your own visual style is encouraged.
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0.  Determine your goals 
1.  Select appropriate type of visualization 
2.  Build prototypes 
3.  Gather and address feedback

Tips for creating visualizations.
During each stage of creation:
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First, why make visualizations? 

Visualizations can… 
clarify your story,  
emphasize a message, 
build trust with audience, 
inform their decisions.

Note: bad visualizations can do the opposite of all these things!
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Set goals for your visualization.

{
{

Visualizations can serve several purposes.  
Think about which goals you have. 

Telling people what to see

Allowing people to explore

Possible differentiation between information visualization and “infographics” (see: https://www.denizcemonduygu.com/2015/06/redefining-infographics/).



Visualizations can… 
clarify your story,  
emphasize a message, 
build trust with audience, 
inform their decisions.

Set goals for your visualization.

{
{

Visualizations can serve several purposes.  
Think about which goals you have. 

Telling people what to see

Allowing people to explore

Possible differentiation between information visualization and “infographics” (see: https://www.denizcemonduygu.com/2015/06/redefining-infographics/).

Bottom line: Make sure your 
visualization has a purpose.



Be aware of unintentional messages.
What can you tell me about the person who made these figures?



Defaults aren’t necessarily bad. 
But, they might suggest you put 
little effort into your visualizations. 
In computer science, Excel figures 
might raise concerns about you.* 
Put effort into your visualizations.

Be aware of unintentional messages.

* Great science can be and is done in Excel, and the value of science should be independent of the person or tool that created it. That said, be mindful of the biases that may exist in your fields.
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Make use of expected visuals.
People have intuition for standard viz types. Start there.

“The distribution 
is skewed”

“The variables 
are related”

“The groups 
differ in Y”

“Affects the 
Southwest”

Think about how tweaking even a very standard plot might make it more useful (e.g. https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-018-06912-1).
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Combine multiple types.
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The histogram answers 
our scientific question.  

(Tells a story)



Combine multiple types.
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Example: when are faculty most productive?

The heatmap reveals  
the underlying data.  

(Lets the audience explore)
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During each stage of creation:



Prototype your visualization.

Advice from Prof. Danielle Szafir: 
Before you code up anything, get out 
your colored pencils, and draw. 
Come up with a handful of concepts 
and reflect on what you like about 
each one of them.

Ok, so maybe drawing isn’t your thing. Point is: get rough ideas down on paper, matplotlib, whatever. Iterate quickly before polishing, adding interactivity, etc.
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Imagine visualizing a sentence.
Focus on clearly communicating a single idea.

The sentence here: if you take two researchers with similar training and give one a more prestigious job than the other, that person tends to become more productive.
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The sentence was not clearly enough communicated. So we iterated…



Imagine visualizing a sentence.
Focus on clearly communicating a single idea.

The sentence here: if you take two researchers with similar training and give one a more 
prestigious job than the other, that person tends to become more productive. Way, Morgan, Larremore, Clauset. PNAS, 2019.  https://www.pnas.org/content/116/22/10729 

https://www.pnas.org/content/116/22/10729
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Use color as an accent. Almost all of our figures use 
grayscale + one accent color

[1] Way et al.. Gender, Productivity, and Prestige in Computer Science Faculty Hiring Networks. (2016) 
“Usefully restricting”: this gives you maybe three grays + a color to play with, which forces you to think about whether you should simplify your visualization.



Remove unnecessary design elements.
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If it doesn’t have a purpose, take it out.

This goes for the design and the data itself: what are you trying to say? Is X required or helpful for saying it?



Give the audience instructions.
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If possible, save them from having to consult the main text or caption.



Simulate your audience.

What’s the first thing that we do when we see a list of Universities?



The neck you save might be your own.



When given the ability to sort a list, 
what is the first thing people do?

Simulate your audience. (part 2)

aaronclauset.github.io/parental-leave/

https://aaronclauset.github.io/parental-leave/


Simulate your audience. (part 2)

aaronclauset.github.io/parental-leave/ Link to Movie [Twitter @samfway]

Show users they can sort.

https://aaronclauset.github.io/parental-leave/
https://twitter.com/samfway/status/984199839473807362


Simulate your audience. (part 2)

aaronclauset.github.io/parental-leave/
aaronclauset.github.io/parental-leave/industry_academia.html Link to Movie [Twitter @alliecmorgan]

Add the data to compare to Tech.

https://aaronclauset.github.io/parental-leave/
https://aaronclauset.github.io/parental-leave/industry_academia.html
https://twitter.com/alliecmorgan/status/985955475375063040


Simulate your audience. (part 3)

Here are two of 16 regression tables from https://www.pnas.org/content/116/22/10729. How do scientists make sense of these tables? How do we do some legwork for them?
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Which relationships are significant?  
What’s the strength of these relationships?
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Simulate your audience. (part 3)

Here are two of 16 regression tables from https://www.pnas.org/content/116/22/10729. How do scientists make sense of these tables? How do we do some legwork for them?

How do they compare between  
Model 1 (left) and Model 2 (right)?
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Test-drive your visualizations.

Did your message come across?  
Were they confused by anything? 
Iterate on the design.  
Be willing to change it*.

Ask for feedback on drafts.
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* Ask for feedback from someone you trust will be honest and critical. Don’t wait until you’re already married to an idea/design. 
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How do actual hires compare to expectations under our model? Which schools are above/below expectations? Are these differences reasonable?
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Don’t use hard-to-read fonts. 
https://pubs.acs.org/doi/pdfplus/10.1021/acs.chemmater.6b00306

Other rules of thumb*

Try Helvetica instead. 
https://olgabotvinnik.com/blog/how-to-set-helvetica-as-the-default-sans-serif-font-in/  
Make text large enough to be read…

* There are absolutely situations where violating these rules makes sense. Use your discretion.

https://olgabotvinnik.com/blog/how-to-set-helvetica-as-the-default-sans-serif-font-in/
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Thank you.
Original Slides: Sam Way 

http://samfway.com  
samfway@gmail.edu 

@samfway 
Modifications: Dan Larremore 

http://danlarremore.com  
daniel.larremore@colorado.edu 

@danlarremore

Colors 
coolors.co, palettable.io (custom color palettes) 
jiffyclub.github.io/palettable (colors in Python) 
colororacle.org (color blind test app)    
ianstormtaylor.com/design-tip-never-use-black

Science as Art 
worrydream.com/ScientificCommunicationAsSequentialArt 
r2d3.us/visual-intro-to-machine-learning-part-1 
r-graph-gallery.com/portfolio/data-art/

Misc 
Spotify dot art: tinyurl.com/y9w2p5fr 
tableau.com/learn/articles/best-beautiful-data-visualization-examples 
webwebpage.github.io (one-click network visualization from Python & MATLAB)

General resources 
visualisingdata.com/resources/  
D3 (js), matplotlib (python), seaborn (python), ggplot (R, python) 
Storytelling with data: 

https://www.amazon.com/Storytelling-Data-Visualization-Business-Professionals/dp/1119002257/ref=nodl_ 

Caveats to data visualization: 
https://www.data-to-viz.com/caveats.html 

Randal Olson’s matplotlib tips: 
http://www.randalolson.com/2014/06/28/how-to-make-beautiful-data-visualizations-in-python-with-matplotlib/

Background image created with webweb by Dan Larremore & K. Hunter Wapman. webwebpage.github.io 
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General resources

visualisingdata.com/resources/ 
D3 (js), matplotlib (python), seaborn (python), ggplot (R, python)

Caveats to data visualization:
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Randal Olson’s matplotlib tips:

http://www.randalolson.com/2014/06/28/how-to-make-beautiful-data-visualizations-in-python-with-matplotlib/

http://samfway.com
mailto:samfway@gmail.com
https://coolors.co/
http://www.palettable.io
http://jiffyclub.github.io/palettable
http://colororacle.org
http://ianstormtaylor.com/design-tip-never-use-black
http://worrydream.com/ScientificCommunicationAsSequentialArt/
http://tinyurl.com/y9w2p5fr
https://www.data-to-viz.com/caveats.html


Bonus: Critique some visualizations.
What do you like, or not like? 



Context: Recent publication in EPJ 
Data Science on predicting AirBnB’s 
penetration from market attributes.

https://epjdatascience.springeropen.com/articles/10.1140/epjds/s13688-018-0156-6



Context: Recent publication in 
Nature Human Behavior on 
monophily in social networks.

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41562-018-0321-8



Context: Recent publication in PNAS 
using peoples’ language and usage 
statistics on Facebook to predict 
depression.

http://www.pnas.org/content/early/2018/10/09/1802331115



Context: Recent 
infographic about the 
Las Vegas shooting.

https://dataanddragons.wordpress.com/2018/10/08/time-and-space/


